Cultural programme
SAINT-PETERSBURG

Saint-Petersburg

Airport service
Pulkovo airport VIP-hall, Saint-Petersburg, starting at 15 000 RUB per
person.
______________________________________________________________
*ambassador hall may be provided if the delegation includes statelevel officials

Transfers to hotels
BUSINESS-CLASS: MB E-class or similar – from 1 500 rubles
PREMIUM-CLASS: MB S-class or similar - from 2 800 rubles
PLUS: MB V-class or similar – from 4 000 rubles

Transport support
Personal driver service on premium and business
class vehicles for any length of time from one
hour to several days.
Bus rental – from 3 200 rubles per 1 hour*
Rent of MB E-class or similar – from1 500 rubles
per 1 hour*
Rent of MB S-class or similar – from 3 000 rubles
per 1 hour*

______________________________________
* Minimum order 3 hours + 1 hour for car delivering

Personal Assistance
The personal assistance service provides complete support throughout your trip
at 3 500 RUB per hour*
_____________________________________________________________________________________
* Minimum order - 10 hours.

Linguistic Support
We will provide the service of an interpreter for any occasion, such as guided tours or business
dinners in a restaurant, social events or formal negotiations, as well as written translation of any
kind of documents.

Photographer Service
Upon request, professional photographer service is available on guided tours, business
meetings, forums or specially staged photo shoots.

Accommodations

Astoria

Lotte

Four Seasons

*other hotels upon request

Accommodations

Belmond

SO Sofitel

Kempinski

*other hotels upon request

Accommodations

Domina

Hermitage

Trezzini Palace

*other hotels upon request

Accommodations
Astoria

«Superior» 20 700 rubles
«Deluxe» 19 350 rubles
«Junior suite» 45 450 rubles
«Royal suite» 250 000 rubles

Lotte

«Superior King» 17 900 rubles
«Deluxe King» 22 900 rubles
«Superior Suit» 79 900 rubles
«Lux Premier» 264 900 rubles

Four Seasons

«Superior» 30 500 rubles
«Four Seasons» 41 100 rubles
«LuxTerrace» 110 000 rubles
«Lux Noble» 510 000 rubles

*Prices are for single occupancy including breakfast and VAT

Accommodations
Belmond

«Premium» 20 700 rubles
«Deluxe» 21 000 rubles
«Studio suite» 88 000 rubles
«Deluxe suite» 238 000 rubles

SO Sofitel

«Urban» 17 900 rubles
«Suite» 59 000 rubles
«VIP» 101 000 rubles
«VVIP» 200 000 rubles

Kempinski

«Superior» 17 500 rubles
«Grand Deluxe» 24 300 rubles
«Deluxe Suite» 32 800 rubles
«Executive Suite» 110 000 rubles

*Prices are for single occupancy including breakfast and VAT

Accommodations
Domina

«Superior 12 400 rubles
«Lifestyle» 18 110 rubles
«Lux» 27 110 rubles

Hermitage

«Premium» 14 900 rubles
«Deluxe» 21 390 rubles
«Lux» 32 700 rubles
«President lux» 192 300 rubles

Trezzini Palace

«Classic» 7 000 rubles
«Concept» 8 000 rubles
«Business» 9 000 rubles
«Romantic» 9 300 rubles

*Prices are for single occupancy including breakfast and VAT

Cultural programme

The State Hermitage Museum
The State Hermitage Museum is the oldest and the most
famous foreign art museum in Russia. It is on the par with
the most significant museums in the world, such as the
Louvre, the Metropolitan and the British Museum. The
Hermitage Museum complex includes the Winter Palace
in the Palace Square, the Small Hermitage, the Great
Hermitage, the Hermitage theatre and the New
Hermitage.

The State Russian Museum
The world’s largest collection of Russian art is also located in the
central part of St. Petersburg. The modern Russian Museum is
located in a multi-part museum complex. The main exposition of
the museum occupies five buildings: the Mikhailovsky Palace
with the Benois exhibition building, the Mikhailovsky Castle, the
Marble Palace, the Stroganov Palace and the Summer Palace of
Peter the Great. The Museum also includes the Mikhailovsky
Garden, the Summer Garden, the Mikhailovsky Castle garden
and the Cabin of Peter the Great on Petrovskaya embankment,
as well as some other buildings.

Peter and Paul fortress
The historical core and the birthplace of St. Petersburg, one of the main symbols of the
city and consequently one of the most visited tourist sites of the Northern capital. The
Peter and Paul fortress is located on Zayachy Island, the small territory of which is tightly
packed with historical attractions.

St. Isaac's Cathedral
St. Isaac's Cathedral is rightly regarded as one of the most beautiful and significant dome
structures not only in Russia but also in the world. It also bore the title of St. Petersburg's main
cathedral before the 1917 revolution. If you decide to pay it a visit, do not miss the
breathtaking view of the city that opens from the top of the colonnade.

Kazan Cathedral
Another symbol of the Russian Northern capital, Kazan Cathedral (Cathedral of Our Lady of
Kazan) is located in the very heart of the city. This Orthodox cathedral belongs to the St.
Petersburg Diocese of the Russian Church and is one of the most popular tourist attractions.

The Church of the Savior on
Spilled Blood
The Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood envelops tourists with its warmth and magnificent beauty. A
challenge to the pretentious Baroque and strict Classicism of the Northern capital, the old Russian style of the
church makes it stand out. The unique character of the cathedral is revealed both in the tragic history of its
creation, and in the innovative technologies which were first applied during its construction. This is the only
Orthodox church in St. Petersburg, where it is not allowed to light candles as their smoke may tarnish the
priceless mosaics

Mariinsky Theatre
One of the crown jewels of the imperial St. Petersburg, the
theatre is the nucleus of Russian culture and history. With more
than two centuries of history, it bears a special significance to
the world of the art. Thousands of people from all over the
world come to the Northern capital with the purpose to visit
this temple of art.
Ticket prices for all the performances from the repertoire start
at RUB 10 000 per person (stalls).
Ballet
«Swan Lake»
«The Sleeping Beauty»
«Jewels»
«La Bayadere»
«Giselle»

Opera
«Aida»
«The Queen of Spades»
«Tosca»
«La Traviata»

Mikhaylovsky Theatre
The famous musical theater of St. Petersburg. Here
the classical traditions coexist with the spirit of
innovation and audacious creative ideas. The opera
and ballet performances here are a must-see for
every connoisseur of the high art.
Ticket prices for all the performances from the
repertoire start at RUB 5 000 per person (stalls).
Ballet

Opera

«Romeo and Juliet»
«Spartacus»
«Cinderella»
«The Sleeping Beauty»
«Le Corsaire»
«La Bayadère»

«La Juive»
«Il barbiere di Siviglia»
«Iolanta»
«Cinderella»
«Tosca»
«Eugene Onegin»

City Sightseeing Boat Tours
River cruises are a famous landmark of St. Petersburg. Traveling
along the city’s numerous water arteries offers a new
spectacular angle to view the architecture of the Northern
capital. Enjoy the wonderful views of the city, get to know some
curious historical facts and get an overall unforgettable
experience while lounging in a comfortable ship.

The drawing of the bridges
The drawing of the bridges on white nights is a
landmark St. Petersburg event which unfailingly
attracts a lot of tourists.

Faberge Museum
Russia's first private Faberge Museum. The collection to date
boasts more than 4,000 items and is one of the best
worldwide in terms of size, typological diversity and quality of
works, many of which belonged to the Imperial family and
other European monarchies.

Russian Vodka Museum
The unique atmosphere of the museum reveals the diversity of Russian culture, history and drinking
traditions. After a fascinating tour, guests will gain a knowledge of the drink’s history, Russian table
customs, curious facts from the lives of the vodka kings of Russia and the centuries-long close connection
between the history of the country and its number one strong drink.
Guests are welcome to take part in exquisite vodka tasting which offers several varieties of the drink and
different versions of Russian dishes that traditionally go with it.

Peterhof
Peterhof, or the Seaside Paradise, as it was called by its founder Peter the Great, was built as a
magnificent monument to glorify the Russian victory in the Northern War, which had gained the country
a much-needed and desirable access to the Baltic sea.
A favorite residence of Russian tsars in the past, it is now the most visited museum in Russia.

Pavlovsk
Another outstanding palace and park ensemble of late 18th - early 19th century, Pavlovsk
was built as a summer residence for Emperor Paul I and his family. The Pavlovsk Park is one
of the largest of its kind in Europe and justly enjoys a reputation of being the most beautiful
landscape park in the world.

The Tsarskoe Selo
The Tsarskoe Selo palace and park ensemble is a superb monument of world-ranking
architecture and garden-and-park design dating from the eighteenth to early twentieth
centuries. A whole constellation of outstanding architects, sculptors and painters made
the ideas of their crowned clients a reality here. Tsarskoe Selo is a cluster of very fine
examples of Baroque and Classical architecture and it was also the first place in the
Russian capital where interiors decorated in the Moderne (Art Nouveau) style appeared.

Walking tours
Don’t miss an opportunity to take a leisurely walking tour and explore all the famous
sights of St. Petersburg.

St. Petersburg Underground
St. Petersburg Underground always had a reputation of being
the vanguard of the USSR underground construction. It used to
be the testing sight for all the scientific and technical innovations
from trains to turnstiles. It is the deepest, northernmost and
westernmost underground way in Russia.

Shopping tours in St.Petersburg
Our experienced image consultants will
help you find your own unique style, do
some great shopping
and discover the luxurious side of
Moscow in just one trip.
Exploring world famous brands
boutiques and elite fur shops in the
company of our fashion-guides will give
you an unforgettable experience and
an updated stylish wardrobe.
There is a Tax Free system for foreign
citizens.

Distillery «Ladoga»
During their tour of the distillery, guests will be able to witness the full production cycle of
the famous Russian premium vodka "TSARSKAYA", as well as other traditional Russian
alcoholic beverages - liqueurs and tinctures.
Samples of the most fascinating products are available for tasting.

Shuvalovka Village
Shuvalovka Village Russian ethnographic park offers a unique journey backwards in time into
Russian historic traditions. Special programs allow you to immerse yourself in the life of wealthy
peasants and the colorful festive culture of the Russian people.

Restaurants and bars

Restaurant «The Koryushka»
The Koryushka (local smelt variety) restaurant, located right at the Peter and Paul fortress, is
distinguished with good taste, style and true St. Petersburg spirit. The noble oak and cool leather
interior gives you the feeling of confidence and comfort where the guns of the fortress ones
stood at the ready in the battlements. Inside the Koryushka, the bustle of the city is levelled by
the calm interior and the slow peaceful lapping of the waves of the Neva.

Restaurant «Palkin»
A classic Russian restaurant with a chick interior. Magnificent
historical halls complete with stucco, crystal chandeliers, antique
furniture and paintings create a classy establishment down Nevsky
Prospekt. The Russian cuisine with French influence that the
restaurant serves is famous for its innovative approach to the
cooking and serving the dishes.

Restaurant «MariVanna»
A restaurant with Russian idea of comfort: screens wrapped in Russian
traditional shawls compete in nostalgia with retro cupboards and good
old typewriters. The food here is what Russian mothers and
grandmothers traditionally serve: Russian salad with veal, savory meat
in jelly, crusty veal heart pies and sorrel soup with chicken. Thin wheat
and plump Guriev pancakes with buckwheat and liver or crab filling
accompanied by sturgeon and pike caviar and eggplant pate.

Restaurant «Katyusha»
Here they serve traditional Russian food like caviar, homemade pickles, cabbage soup,
pancakes, cottage cheese cakes, delicious Russian-style kebabs and hot pies fresh from the
oven. They can be accompanied by local wines, moonshine, Russian rye wine or vodka.
After a hearty lunch, everyone finds their way to the Katyusha Tasting Room to hear a lecture
about the drinking traditions of the Soviet Union, taste the traditional alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages of the period and buy a gift in a souvenir shop.

Restaurant «Central»
A large Soviet cuisine restaurant near Smolny Cathedral. Guests
may choose an official-style dining hall with white tablecloths and
crystal chandeliers or a more informal room with multicolor chairs
and prints from the 60s. The menu is based on the popular
Leningrad dishes: Metropolki meatballs, Orly pike or Leningrad-style
pickle soup with veal kidneys. The wine list contains the beverages
of the Union Republics in addition to modern wines.

Restaurant «SADKO»
A classical Russian cuisine restaurant near the Mariinsky theatre with
the eclectic interior featuring such as Zhostovo painting on vaulted
ceilings, chandeliers of red Murano glass and branded dishes with
scarlet flowers. The menu is rich in traditional Russian dishes: pies,
pickles, sturgeon and sterlet; however, you can also find European
cuisine. The restaurant’s trademark entertainment – a singing show
of the waiters – unerringly attracts many tourists.

Restaurant «Le Maree»
La Marée menu is a real marine encyclopedia, where even the most experienced gourmet
is sure to discover some new shellfish, crustacean or rare wild fish.
The head of La Maree restaurants’ kitchen, the legendary brand-chef Abdessattar Zituni,
has forty years of experience in the best restaurants in the world.
La Marée is currently supplied with seafood from more than 20 countries.

Restaurant «Porto Maltese»
A chain of restaurants where you are bound to feel all the
gastronomic diversity of the underwater world. Let the restaurant
transport you to the sultry Mediterranean and magically dispel your
worries and disturbing thoughts. The menu is based on fish and
seafood: New Zealand oysters, dory, sea bass, lobster, crab and so
much more. There are also some meat dishes and traditional Italian
desserts.

Restaurant «Budda-Bar»
The first of its kind to be opened in Russia, Buddha-Bar lounge
restaurant is part of an international restaurant project, widely
known for its unique format in more than 25 megacities of the
world.
Buddha-Bar philosophy is based on a combination of unique
Pan-Asian gastronomy, original musical concept and one-of-akind interiors.

Restaurant «Terrasa»
The Terrassa restaurant with its magnificent view is located on
the roof of one of the tallest buildings in the city center. You
can enjoy the view of the main attractions of the city –
Nevsky prospect and Kazan Cathedral – without interrupting
your meal.

Restaurant «Mansarda»
With the breathtaking view of St. Isaac's Cathedral and the historic city center,
Mansarda’s elegant interior does not distract attention from its main quality — well
thought out cuisine.

Restaurant «Дом»
The noble mansion retained its romanticism, solemnity of its
halls, comfort of its chambers, but still acquired some character
of the modern time. The interior of the restaurant is a beautiful
example of the new classics. Works of art from private
collections and furniture from different epochs make it both
sophisticated and elegant.

Restaurant «Belka»
Belka’s cuisine is almost musical in its elegance. Accompanied by creamy green risottostyle buckwheat, tender veal tongue reveals a new excellence of taste, along with
octopus with new potatoes arriving at the table straight from the hot coals. After being
filled with salmon, sour cream and caviar, mini-pizza is served in a hot sizzling frying pot
and guacamole is mixed in front of the guest.

Restaurant «Volga-Volga»
Volga-Volga is a unique restaurant located
on a first class ship with an open deck.
Every day, Volga-Volga cruises the Neva
hourly according to the schedule*. It
passes the famous bridges of St.
Petersburg: Palace bridge, Exchange
bridge, Tuchkov, Blagoveshchensky and
Sampson bridges and the uniquely
beautiful Admiralty, University and Palace
embankments. Guests may sit back and
watch the views with bated breath.
Cruises leave at 3:00, 7:00, 10:00 p.m. and
0:00 a.m.
________________________________________
* The restaurant is seasonal and is only open during the
warmer months.

Restaurant «Gelsomino Cafe»
There is a special place in the heart of St. Petersburg that has been
setting the rhythm of the night life of the city for the past 12 years. It is a
place where both visitors and celebrities feel at home. In all that time,
Gelsomino has seen a huge number of bright parties: the Golden
Gramophone TV show afterparty, Big Love show and hundreds of
concerts of Russian and foreign pop stars.

Restaurant «Moscow»
Moscow restaurant is a fine example of a thorough approach to a restaurant project.
The menu features the most colorful dishes and the undisputed hits of the world cuisine.
And since the terrace overlooks the main street of the Northern capital, you may
comfortably enjoy the view of Nevsky Prospekt.

Restaurant «Syrovarnya»
With its own cheese workshop, guests have an opportunity to witness
the cheese-making process. The main workshop is located opposite
the "chef's table", which is the place of tasting and master
classes. According to the general concept of the restaurant, the
laconic menu offers simple rustic style dishes.

Restaurant «Na rechke (On the river)»
Na Rechke ("On the River") restaurant is a great option for families.
While adults enjoy delicious food and the beautiful scenery,
children can take their time exploring the outdoor playground with
slides and swings, jumping on the trampoline or playing with the
babysitter in the children's room.
Regardless of the season here you will always feel warm and cozy.

Restaurant «Russkaya Ryumochnaya #1»
Russkaya Ryumochnaya # 1 restaurant recreates the atmosphere of
late 19th century Russian institutions. Viennese chairs, antique
buffets, worn parquet floors and lampshades all serve to create a
wonderful atmosphere of a bygone era. The way of serving and the
dishes are all in style: cut crystal vodka glasses and carafes, tea in
glasses with cup holders and the dishes looking exactly like a
hundred years ago.

Restaurant «Hi So Terrace»
A restaurant-bar in Voznesensky Prospekt which is a popular place for fashionable parties. Located
under a tent on the roof of the SO Sofitel Saint Petersburg hotel, Hi So Terrace overlooks St. Isaac's
Cathedral, the Admiralty and the Mariinsky Palace. The menu offers European dishes and the list of
beverages includes a selection of spirits, wines and cocktails. It is a regular weekend place for hosting
social parties and the concerts of DJs and famous musicians.*.
_________________________________________________________________________
* The restaurant is seasonal and is only open during the warmer months.

Restaurant «Russian Empir»
This palatial restaurant consists of five beautifully restored dining halls. 24carat gold cutlery, exclusive 18th century porcelain and finely cut crystal
with gold inlays will take your breath away. In the similar way, the kitchen
of the Russian Empire Style restaurant reconstructs the royal table
delicacies, generously adding the rare ingredients. A lot of the
reconstructed recipes come straight from the Winter Palace cookbook,
including the culinary legacy of the famous Stroganov family.

Shop and bar «Caviar Russia»
Black caviar shop and bar down Vladimirsky Prospekt. A
minimalist shop with the interior consisting of a bar and caviar
refrigerators along the walls. Caviar Russia is a place where you
can buy a can of caviar and open it in the bar straight away. In
that case, you will be offered ten options of snacks: from ordinary
potatoes with cucumbers and sandwiches to oysters. The bar
card includes a variety of wines and champagne.

St.Petersburg restaurants
Barashki - asian cuisine – average check 1 700 rubles
Cococo - russian cuisine– average check 1 800 rubles
The Podvorye ( «Coach House» )
- russian cuisine– average check 2 300 rubles
Floor 41 – european/mixed cuisine – average check 2 500 rubles
The Blok – russian cuisine – average check 4 000 rubles
Il Lago dei Cigni – italian cuisine– average check 4 000 rubles
Probka – italian/original cuisine – average check 2 300 rubles
RIBEYE – european/original cuisine – average check 2 500 rubles
Francesco- italian cuisine– average check 3 100 rubles
GASTRONOMIKA – pan-asian/mixed cuisine – average check 1 500
rubles
Ryumochnaya №1- russian cuisine - average check 1 350 rubles
CUCUMBER - mixed cuisine- average check 1 500 rubles
KHOCHU KHARCHO - georgian cuisine– average check 1 500 rubles
MOSCOW-BEIJING - chinese cuisine – average check 2 500 rubles
MEGUmi - japanese cuisine– average check 5 000 rubles
LA MARSEILLAISE - french cuisine – average check 1 800 rubles
Las Torres – spanish cuisine – average check 2 000 rubles
PRYANOSTI & RADOSTI - asian cuisine – average check 2 000 rubles

Bar tour
It is no secret that St. Petersburg has a special drinking culture.
It is in keeping with that culture to move from bar to bar and
have great fun along the way. A tour of the bars includes the
city’s most spirited places, especially in the company of
interesting people, including both locals and travelers from
other countries.

• 4 bars • 4 welcome drinks •
dancing
• funny guides • photo report • bar
quest

